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The Editor of Model Engineer Magazine has written a piece entitled “ Survival Of Your
Club”, quoting from “The Bulletin” which is the journal of the Model Railway Club. The
article discusses the way in which clubs operate and while not all of the content is relevant
to our (local) Society as opposed to a national club the following extract may be of interest.
Quote “….intention to reconsider the practice of potential new members having to fill in
an application form , post it off then wait to be vetted by the committee and subsequently
(hopefully) allowed into the club as a full member - a practice that I know is quite common
among clubs up and down the country. ‘And for good reason’ - I hear the cries. Well maybe
so but if a club is serious about attracting new members and young members at that - surely
it is important to operate in a way that those potential members are used to… by facilitating
online applications with speedy responses. The MRC proposes an application process along
these lines , welcoming a new member on the day that he or she applies, allowing them to
qualify for voting rights after a year’s membership.”
To that might be added a clause that final acceptance is conditional and may be refused at
the discretion of the committee.
Although there may have been cases where the Society has found it necessary to refuse
applications these are rare. Society rules should cover any unlikely instances of membership
needing to be terminated.

FROM OUR CHAIRMAN The big news is that we have planning permission for our works this winter and that we are preparing the lottery
application for the ‘Special Needs Car’ and the associated works. So the plan is to have in place by the end of the
winter, a raised trolley storage shed with sector track to allow access to the raised track, a short ground level spur
for the SNC and then the car itself ready for operations in 2017. And in case members thought the workers were
a lazy lot we have a track to re-sleeper, at least where the cant has gone wrong and the usual maintenance. The
real joy of course is that we have some younger, agile and keen new members to I think help may be at hand.
So here we go into the winter session, just hope some of us get out to the workshop to do a little of our own
Model Engineering!!
WINTER PROGAMME - see website for more details Evening meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month from November to March “Poppy Run” Special trains will be run On Sunday 6th November !!.00 - 15.00 to raise finds in support of the
Royal British Legion Appeal

TESTING TIMES –
As my Simplex was due for a four year hydraulic test I looked through some old Society Newsletters to find some
information about the Society’s recommendations for boiler testing. I found what I needed - including available
connection sizes - in the June 2011 Edition. There may have been further updates since then but I think it is probably
worth reiterating for the the benefit of newer members and as an aide memoir to all.
Summarising
All testing will be performed in accordance with the current edition of the Southern Federation’s Requirements.
Anyone requiring a boiler test must be in possession of a valid current membership card as proof of paid up
membership subscription.
Tests are normally done at the club. Please arrange a date and time in advance with the boiler inspector and a witness.
Note testing is not carried out during public running on Sundays or during special events , or charity days. If for any
reason there is a need for testing to be done at a member’s home or elsewhere a witness must also be present and
reimbursements for travelling expenses should be offered. The witness must be a paid up Society member.
Test fittings at the Society are union nuts with olive, the test connection on the boiler must therefore be male to suit.
The available sizes are - ¼ x 40, 5/16 x 32, 3/8 x 32, 3/8 x 26
Prepare the boiler for testing to ensure: All fittings are in good order and are tight and secure.
The firebox, smokebox and grate are cleaned ( Grate should normally be removed where possible)
Before hydraulic testing - test at home beforehand using available hand pump — ( this may the loco emergency
hand pump). (This may not necessarily achieve the full test pressure but can serve as a preliminary check on pressure
tightness)
During hydraulic testing the inspector may require lagging to be removed if considered necessary and all preparatory
work including lagging removal when requested is the responsibility of the owner.
Boiler pressure gauges must be offered for testing separately when all boiler hydraulic and steam tests are being
carried out, and presented with the correct male fitting as above.
Boiler Inspectors: Ron Blizard, John Gardner, Martyn Turek, Jerry Lewis, John Lloyd, Mike Sanderman, Dave Finn,
Harry Paviour.

It has come to the attention of the Southern Federation that there are a number
of fake boiler test certificates currently in circulation.
If you are considering the purchase of a boiler, or have recently purchased a
boiler, you are advised to carefully check the 'C' number in the top right corner
of the certificate. This must be a pre-printed number for the certificate to be a
valid original.
Where hand written numbers are present, the certificate must be considered to
be fake.
It was interesting looking through the June 2011 newsletter already mentioned.
The front cover pictured Ron Bray with Resolution arriving at at Riverside Park
station - Editor David Goyder introduced what was then a new format and invited
the members’ views on the new style- Steve and Barbara Titley wrote about their
visit to an army vehicle rally at Beaulieu which was called Trucks and TroopersRon Blizard had visited the Bodmin and Wenford Railway- The Society visited
the Exbury Steam Railway - John Gardner described the motor cycles at an
exhibition held at Popham Airfield - David went to Yorkshire to survey a six
wheel carriage at the Vintage Carriage Trust at Ingrow on the Keighley and Worth
Valley Railway - a letter to the Editor took David to task for what the writer
described as his erroneous opinions of a Midland Railway engine! - And there
was more besides with lots of news of the then current work at the track, etcetera.
As your current Editor I can only say that all that is a hard act to follow!

From John Barrett
Ownership versus Donorship
Dear Club Member
We want to clarify the club’s position on loaned and gifted items. We also want
to complete the identification, sorting and storage of important club records.
We intend to create and maintain an asset register that clearly states that which
is club property, and that which is on loan, thus avoiding a repeat of a recent
situation when significant property was removed from our premises following
the resignations of certain members.

Hopefully it will have been noticed that we have been tidying up in the clubroom
and in the containers. It soon became clear that:
1 Various tools, equipment, raw materials and train parts are being kept on club
premises, but the provenance of many items is not known, or relies on the long
memories of the members.
2 A lot of equipment and material is worn out, duplicated and/or obsolete
3 Important records are known to be missing and in the custody of certain
individuals
4 There are plenty of items -especially nuts, screws, washers and bolts - which
could be made available to members or sold for the general benefit of the club
We will therefore carry out an audit of all club property. To assist this process:
1 Please, if you know what has been loaned or donated in the past by yourself or
others, then please inform a committee member
2 If club property or records are being kept at home, then these should be returned.
If necessary, we can arrange for collection.
3 All useful items found on the premises will be listed and their ownership
confirmed and recorded
4 All other items will be removed and disposed of within a reasonable time period,
unless there is a good reason for their presence
Once the audit is completed an Asset Register will be kept in the filing system
in the clubhouse, jointly maintained by the Treasurer and the Secretary.
I look forward to your comments.
John Barrett
Hon. Sec.

Raised track Steaming Bay
Additional rails have been provided
here to provide extra space for
preparing the smaller gauge locos. The
extra rails were added to existing five
inch bays and made removable to
enable ashpans on five inch locos to be
dropped as usual.

Our second “Three and a Half Day” on July 30th
was well supported with ten 3-½” locos signed
in the track log with a mixture of visitors and
our own members. The weather ,food, and
atmosphere of enjoyment were all excellent..
This looks like an event to be repeated in years
to come
Unfortunately I was unable to find out all our
visitors’ names and clubs. Maybe we could get
visitors to provide this information (PRINTED)
on the track log when signing in.
So- As editor I apologise to any whose names
and /or club are incorrect . Some are denoted
by a query (?)

From Sarah England
Please extend our thanks to the lovely members who
made us feel so welcome at the 3 1/2 open day great day with a lot of successful small engines
running round the track ! Excellent conditions ,
lovely chat with likeminded people and lovely ( and
expected but very welcome food ) bbq . Thank you
from Winchester model engineers and a member
from Chichester Model Engineers.

Bob Youlden came from Portslade
with these two 4F.

Brian Cedar’s first run ever with his
Hughes Crab

J. Berry (?) - with a nice black five

More from our Three and a Half Day

Will Powell from Bournemouth -(?} - with his Canterbury Lamb

Will Higgs from Winchester with Tich. He was able to achieve
three laps non stop with this tiny engine.

Chris and Sue enjoy a run on Princess Marina while Dave Finn and Ron follow suit with the S15

New members
New Member’s Applications have been approved and all are welcome to the Club!

Ben Tiratsoo, Lloyd Thompson, John Hewitt-Taylor, Kevin Patience and Martin
Walton
Thank you to our worthy secretary and former editor John Barrett for another of his “Meet the members” articles,
this time about some of our recently joined members.

Harry Paviour
Harry Paviour started building models from an early age. These included boats, traction
engines and aircraft, resulting in a Gold Medal at the 1992 ME exhibition for his 2”
Ruston SD. This led to an invitation to start judging other people’s models at home and
overseas. Five years as Head Judge at Harrogate gave Harry a valuable insight into
what is considered ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, leading to some interesting conversations…
Harry will be giving a talk on judging in November, so if you have a work in progress
or finished machine that Harry can use as a talking point then please talk to a
Committee member about bringing it along.
Harry has built six locomotives, but states that they are getting a little heavy for him
now, so now concentrates on boats. He is a very welcome new member, and the
builders among us look forward to receiving encouragement – and the occasional
constructive criticism!
Kevin Patience
Kevin is the proud owner of the 5” Manor shown here. He has also owned a 7 ¼” 4700
class locomotive. He was brought up in Kenya where Garratt locomotives ran along the
line at the bottom of his garden, so it is no surprise to hear that he took a great interest in
steam: so much so that he wrote this book about it!
A varied and interesting career included service as an Electronics Engineer in the RAF,
culminating in running his own commercial diving business in Bahrain. In 2001 he took
part in the restoration of a full size Garratt in Nairobi, so it is fair to say that he knows his
stuff!
A member of both Bournemouth and Wimbourne District Societies, Kevin brings a
wealth of knowledge and skill to the Society. He let slip that he can weld, so he might just
be called upon from time to time…
Ben Tiratsoo.
Ben lives at Fair Oak, is 33 years old, and works on Southampton tugs as an engineer. Before that he was doing
offshore saturation diving, and before that he had an easy life as an engineer on superyachts! He’s been interested
in all matters steam since he was five years old, and he wants to own/build a traction engine of any size. He’s
really got involved since joining us, as you can see from the above. Welcome!
By the way his engine is a bit bigger than any of ours...

Geoff Salt wrote –
Sir,
I have to say what an interesting variety of subjects there were in Edition [volume 217] of the Society
Newsletter. Most of the content was of prime interest to a fairly new member whose only previous interest
in models has been in creating 00 gauge scenarios on the proverbial kitchen table.
I now have a greater appreciation of the scope of engineering needed in building these beautiful creations,
and of the care needed in maintaining them in action. I have heard owners encouraging their creations to
maximum performance or sometimes berating them for their supposed misdeeds. I have even heard a
prominent member commenting on the failing of his beautiful machine to take on water when required,
and doing so via a steam valve.
It does seem that members are rightly proud of their locos. and this sometimes makes one forget the
disarray of the workshop space that services them.
I also thank all the owners who explained the working processes they were engaged upon in answer to
my semi – ignorant questions. Thank you all.
My final contribution is to praise the selection of books mentioned in the
Newsletter, most of
which had relevance to some of my experiences. In particular I cite Thetis Down by Tony Brooks, which
dealt with the loss of the submarine Thetis in Liverpool Bay on the occasion of her first diving trials in
1939. The story is a sad one of faulty operations, and took place over several days. The story gripped
the whole nation, and workshops and other institutions stopped work to follow the disaster. As a junior.
I listened to the frequent reports at school as the reports came in, Gloom prevailed everywhere, as we
heard how the submarine wallowed on the bed of Liverpool Bay, 49 metres down, and totally
irrecoverable. So very sad. I remember it still.
Many Thanks. G.M.Salt.

Geoff follows that up with his story as follows:
Hello there!
My name is Geoff and I am usually found guzzling coffee in the club hut on Sundays enjoying my first
year of Society membership and appreciating the advice and information given so liberally by members
about steam engines and their foibles. This reinforces what I have said elsewhere in this bulletin, so I
thought members might be interested in this material.
I still remember the deliciously frightening meeting with a hissing hot locomotive, steaming with its train
through New Street station more than eighty years ago. This fired in me his fired in me, as in thousands
of other small boys, a desire to be an engine driver when I grew up, a frustrated aim which perhaps drove
other members into the model engineering camp.
I later investigated the Hornby 0 Gauge painted tin plate model form, an example of which chased its
clockwork tail around an 3ft. diameter circle of rails on my bedroom floor, 83 years since. This soon
became boring, so I later began the interest that has lasted all my life through, that of astronomy,
completing an 8 inch mirror, which I later used in my observatory in the N.W. Highlands of Scotland over
a period of 25 years.
The Highlands also introduced me into Alpine grade climbing, spending several seasons in the Austrian
Alps, and also small boat sailing, cruising over 20,000 sea miles around the Hebrides over more years than
I can remember.

This may sound like boasting, but it is all covered in my memoirs, “A 20th Century Life”, which I defy anyone to
prise out of the National Library Loan System.( I never could !) This really is to remind members that the old
gentleman, drinking coffee in your club house once had a real life, and lived it fully.
Perhaps the Editor will allow me to add that for 50 years I messed around with gold, silver, and vitreous enamels,
making a bit of a reputation, which amounted to a bit of intricate engineering which might be recognised as such
by members.
I diverge here to mention that my friend and the member who introduced me to the Society, Bill Wakefield, has
now been discharged from several months in hospital, and because he can no longer drive, cannot attend meetings,
which he much regrets. I know he much enjoyed his short membership, and misses your good company.
In WW2, I was drafted into a diesel engine plant as engineering storekeeper, my responsibilities including keeping
the workbenches clear for ongoing operations, which I did.
When I first gained entrance to the Society workshop I was surprised to see what a jumble of gear there was, and
how littered the workbench with past and present operations. I thereupon wrote offering my help in clearing this
situation, but although I received no response, though improvement is now evident, and at least the workbenches
are fairly clear.
During my wartime service in industry, I witnessed several accidents caused by lack of effective safety equipment
on the job. Your workshop is well supplied with this gear, yet a member has been observed operating without its
benefits. I hope this subject will be ventilated at some future meeting, perhaps the next AGM?
To bring this long tale up to date, I decided a year ago, to recreate my early model railway building efforts to
reproduce a scenario of the Port Talbot area of the S. Wales coal fields. I had no experience to guide, but the period
chosen was that of 1910-1930, sufficiently long ago to quell all the critics, but near enough to have the appropriate
gear in production. It was also the period when a local mine of the area 'Glenhafod' was operating (closed in 1938).
To service this mine I conceived the small town of Bryn Darrog, [with further apologies to the Welsh among us]
means The Hill of the Oaks, whose station yard does duty for distributing the essential goods supplies to the area.
I had no other concept in mind, which is not unusual for me, but the whole thing developed over a frustrating long
period of 900 hours, to a scenario that many now find interesting. In fact, the local posties and tradesmen regularly
look in to what has developed, and remember what they have observed. The ultimate accolade of approval came
from our own ' Little Ron', when he opined ' All Right ' when exposed to the ongoing exhibition. What more could
be required? Thank You Ron.
Finally, Members should be aware that in the relevant private atmosphere of the members clubhouse
one can still learn where to acquire suitable rubber bands for making catapults, and where to find instructions for
winding coils for crystal sets. This seems very illuminating of some members’ pasts, but I only admit to interest in
the latter item.
Geoff

A TRIP AROUND SCOTLAND

A railway themed holiday in Scotland took us to a variety of destinations with a mixture
of main line and preservation as well as some other travel experiences.
After a ninety minute flight from Southampton where our flight had been grounded
due to air traffic delays caused by thick fog, we reached Edinburgh Waverley Station
where we met our holiday party many of whom had travelled from London on the
East Coast Line by rail. Their HST had failed at York and after transfer to the following
service arrived much later than the intended meeting time. We eventually got under
way with a coach ride around Edinburgh with a view from Arthur’s Seat spoilt by
heavy rain.
The Innocent Railway Tunnel passing under Holyrood Park to the South of the city
was also on the itinerary although the rain deterred many of the party from leaving the
coach for a walk to see this tunnel, now part of the network of walkways and cycleways
around the city. It was originally opened in 1831 as part of the Edinburgh and Dalkeith
Railway. It is reputed to be one of the first railways in the country, running nine miles
from mines around Dalkeith to the Southeast of Edinburgh and carried coal into the
city. The line was horse drawn to begin and steam operation began about 1830. It was
given the curious title of “ The Innocent Line” for which there seem to be a number
of explanations but nobody is quite sure why. Later the line became used as a passenger
carrying line part of the North British Railway and remained in use until closed by
British Railways in 1968.
So with all the delays capped by heavy Scottish rain we were not off to a good
start. It could get better and the following day it did get better starting with a visit
to the well known Bo’ness and Kinneil Railway.

This line was originally a branch from
the Edinburgh- Glasgow main line
(originally North British Railway) at
Manuel to what was once a busy port at
Bo’ness and the adjacent Kinneil
Colliery on the shores of the Firth of
Forth, all long since closed. After the
line closed some of the rail lines and
siding were taken over by the Scottish
Railway Preservation Society (SRPS)
with the ambition of restoring the
branch as a heritage line.

The steam locomotive fleet consists of a variety of industrial and mainline examples,
with - two Hunslet class J94 0-6-0 tanks operational - five locos under overhaul or
restoration in various stages - and eighteen locos stored or static, many of the latter
also awaiting overhaul. There is a range of diesel shunters and mainline locos and a
wide range of coaching stock and freight vehicles.

Altogether this makes a vast amount to see, and with the limited time available for
our visit I was only able to have a quick look around the museum and station,
sample the excellent station café and take a ride along the line to Manuel and back.

The journey includes a spectacular climb with views across the Firth of Forth and
the huge refinery at Grangemouth to reach Manuel where the loco runs round
its train. Some diesel locos are standing on the headshunt for the connection to
the main line
Our next port of call
was on the shore of the
Firth of Forth by the
Forth Bridge at South
Queensferry where we
boarded the Forth Belle
for an afternoon cruise

As the name suggests South Queensferry was the site of the ferry service to North
Queensferry across the Firth before construction of the Bridge. This bridge was
opened in 1890 by the North British Railway (NBR)to shorten their route to the North
from Edinburgh.
The bridge was financed and ultimately owned by the Forth Bridge Railway
Committee composed of the NBR and companies involved in routes from London to
Edinburgh who were interested in a shorter route to destinations further North,
particularly Aberdeen, namely the Midland, North Eastern and Great Northern
Railways. The NBR had owned and operated the previous ferry service in
conjunction with its lines on each side of the Firth of Forth and became the operator
of the lines over the bridge, although the NBR never became the outright owner
despite having been given the option to do so. Following the 1923 grouping the
bridge became jointly owned by the the London Midland and Scottish and London
and North Eastern Railways, succeeded first by British Railways and now Network
Rail.

Views of the bridge approach viaduct and the jetty at South Qyeensferry and from
Dalmeny Station on the South side.

More about the Trip to Scotland will be in the next newsletter issue.
—-------------------------------- ***** —–––––––––––––––––––––-

Economic and environmental
considerations are leading to
new green designs of
locomotive. This one is being
prepared for duty on a branch
line.

